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President’s Club ($1,000+)

Members of this group have made an annual financial commitment of at least $1,000 to the WCSU Foundation without placing restrictions on the purpose of their gifts. These donations are allocated to the university’s greatest needs. President’s Club donors have placed their trust in the WCSU mission and remain some of our most faithful advocates.

Fairfield Hall Society ($500 – $999)

Members of this group have made an annual financial commitment of at least $500 to the WCSU Foundation without placing restrictions on the purpose of their gifts. With their support, these members enhance our students’ collegiate experience and invest in our faculty’s ever-evolving needs.

WestConn Society ($250 – $499)

Members of this group have made an annual financial commitment of at least $250 to the WCSU Foundation without placing restrictions on the purpose of their gifts. The earliest established giving arm of the WCSU Foundation, this group has for decades supported innovative programs, outreach opportunities and enrichment initiatives.

Century Club ($100 – $249)

Members of this group have made an annual financial commitment of at least $100 to the WCSU Foundation without placing restrictions on the purpose of their gifts. By far the largest participating giving group, these alumni, parents and friends provide an invaluable endorsement of a Western education.

Loyalty Society

Members of this group have given to WCSU for at least five consecutive years, regardless of the amount. We count on these loyal donors who heartily believe in the university and do tremendous good through the simple act of contributing annually.
This edition of the Cupola, as usual, features many Western Connecticut State University success stories.

As an alumnus and active member of the WCSU Foundation board of directors, news about the university’s notable professors, such as Neeta Connally on Page 24, and the announcement of a Nobel Peace Prize winner visiting campus on Page 10, makes me extremely proud.

Everyone associated with WestConn should be proud, too. As a member of the community, whether you attended WCSU or not, we invite you to campus for our lectures, performances and events. If you want to learn more about the research of Dr. Connally or any of our professors or students, contact us. And tell all your friends and acquaintances who haven’t yet heard about the great things going on at WestConn.

The university continues to grow and thrive in western Connecticut because of its engaged students, top-flight professors, hard-working administrators — and the community. Please support WestConn in any way you are able.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Leadership

Longtime supporters of WCSU Joseph Fiorita, Deno & Marie Macricostas and Tony & Roberta Caraluzzi.

($100,000 and above)
Estate of Mary L. Higgins Testamentary Trust
Irfan Kathwari Foundation, Inc. t m
Macricostas Family Foundation, Inc. t m

($25,000 - $99,999)
Estate of Theodore Geriak
Isabelle T. Farrington ’43 t m
Dr. and Mrs. Erland Hagman t m t LEG
Horizons National Student Enrichment Program, Inc.
Mulago Foundation t m
Plonia Nixon t m
Praxair, Inc. t m
The Tao Family t m
Union Savings Bank t m

($10,000 - $24,999)
Avon Products Foundation
Bedoukian Research, Inc. t m
Mary and Rudy Behrens t m t LEG
W. Jason ’81 and Ellen M. Hancock t m
Graves Kiley
Latino Scholarship Fund, Inc. t m
Claire Leheny ’64 t m
Mario A. Messi t m t LEG
David W. ’72 and Nancy L. ’72 Nurnberger t m t LEG
Paul J. Jones Trust t m
Savings Bank of Danbury t m
The Barden Foundation, Inc. t m
The Cherry Family Foundation t m
Donald and Patricia Weeden

($5,000 - $9,999)
Branson Ultrasound Corporation t m
Anthony E., Jr. and Roberta Caraluzzi t m
Dr. Alice L. Caraluzzi ’67 t m
Thomas W. ’69 and Lois A. ’71 Crucitti t m t LEG
CVMA 25-5 Safeside, Inc. t m
Cynthia J. Dill ’15
Goldring Family Foundation, Inc. t m
Goodrich Corporation Financial Shared Services

Donald Kendall t m
Albert S., Jr. ’67 and Joan S. ’68 Mead t m t LEG
People’s United Community Foundation
Cory J. ’98 and Lizette M. ’00 Plock t m t LEG
Kathleen Romagnano t m
Dr. James W. Schmotter and
Daphne A. Jameson t m t LEG
Verizon Foundation t m t LEG
Parris and Michelle Wellman t m
Wells Fargo Foundation

(1,000-$4,999)
AEGON LLC t m
Albert and Helen Meserve Memorial Fund
Marc E., and Jan E. Aldrich t m
Missy Alexander and William Peikanas t m
Gail P. Andersen ’91 t m
Aquarian Water Company
Ann J. Atkinson t m
William Baker ’86 t m
Evan ’98 and Heidi Bernstein t m t LEG
Keith and Kristen Betts t m
Esther R. and Barry R. ’05 Borris t m t LEG
Scott C. ’85 and Tracy Brunjes t m t LEG
Cartus Corporation t m
Susan A. Cizek t m t LEG
Elizabeth A. ’54 and Andrew Comcowich t m t LEG
John and Linda Coords
Craigslist Charitable Fund t m
Frederic W. ’95 and Debra A. ’02 Cratty t m t LEG
CSU American Association of University Professors
Danbury Westerners Baseball Club
Dennis W. Dawson and Noreen Grice t m
Thomas DeChiaro t m
Thomas M. Delvecchio ’97
Dimeco Construction Company t m
Dollar General Literacy Foundation
Theresa Eberhard Asch ’64, ’72 t m
Entrepreneurship Foundation, Inc.
Estate of Jeanette Perelman
Thomas M. Feeley, Jr. ’98

Charles F. Fenwick ’82 t m
Charles D. Ferris III and Shirley C. ’86 Ferris
Beth Ann Fetzer t m
Jane Ellen McBride Gates and
Alfred Joseph Gates t m t LEG
Robert and Laurel Giacalone
Daniel P. Goble t m
Hillevold Goldman t m t LEG
Deborah E. Gross ’79 t m
Sharon L. Guck t m t LEG
David and Kathleen Halek t m
Adele Handlers and Joseph Heyman t m t LEG
Hathaway Family Foundation t m t LEG
Carol A. Hawkes t m t LEG
Rev. Dr. Mark and Mrs. Susan Horton t m
Jess and Grace House t m
International Institute of Connecticut, Inc. t m
Patricia W. and Robert Irvy t m t LEG
Dr. Herbert Janick t m
Veronica H. and Jeffrey L. Kenausis t m t LEG
Carolyn D. Lanier t m t LEG
Macy’s, Inc. t m
Luigi Marcone t m t LEG
Neil and Lisa Marcus t m t LEG
Richard Harbison and Doris ’70 Lundberg
Mass Mutual Financial Group t m
Dr. Samuel Ross and Mrs. Myra ’52 Mattes Ross t m
Hugh R. and June C. McCarney t m t LEG
John Miller
Marta Elisa Morei ’73 t m t LEG
Lewis H. Motley t m
Charles P. and Mary C. Mullaney t m t LEG
George Mulvaney t m
Jay and Georgia Murray t m t LEG
Anne L. and Timothy E. Mygatt t m t LEG
Newtown Savings Bank t m
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network t m
Chin Okwuka ’87 t m t LEG
Richard Parmalee, Jr. ’95 t m t LEG
Police Commissioners Association of CT, Inc. t m
James A. ’70 and Dianna J. ’69 Poodlack t m
Regina Frist t m
Ronald J. ’74 and Janice W. Pugliese t m t LEG
Razoo Foundation
Paul J. and Mary Jane Reis t m t LEG
James Robertson
Rosy Tomorrows, Inc. t m t LEG
RSM US LLP
Judge Dianne E. Yamin t m t LEG

Longtime supporters of WCSU Joseph Fiorita, Deno & Marie Macricostas and Tony & Roberta Caraluzzi.
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Mary-Anne Ammerman ’83  
Donald J. ’67 and Edwina W. ’67 Amorosa  
Gail P. Andersen ’91  
Carole W. Anderson ’76  
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Irene M. Anderson ’48  
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Susan P. Andrews ’64  
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Anonymous  
Anonymous  
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Wesley A. Brown  
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Scott Buchanan  
Jane A. Bucher ’02  
Jill J. Bull ’84  
Danielle Burdick ’16  
Brian J. Burgess ’74  
Bar Burke  
Richard Burkhalter  
Helen W. Buzaid ’83  
Kevin Byrne  
Steven P. Byrne ’86  
John Calamita  
Margaret Calamita  
Mark Calamita  
Paul Calamita  
John R. Cameron, Jr. ’86  
Ronald P. Campanaro ’71  
Eileen B. Campbell ’10  
Michelle Campbell  
Mark J. Candela ’01  
Vance L. ’97 and Dr. Carolyn P. ’86 Cannon  
Kandis M. Cannon ’13  
David Cappiello  
Anthony E., Jr. and Roberta Caraluzzi  
Susan J. Carbone ’02  
Darby Cardonsky  
Sandy L. Carlson ’93  
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Marguerite R. Carlucci ’67  
Dr. Alice L. Carolan ’67  
Frederick F. Carpenter ’68  
Joseph A., Jr. ’99 and Wendy ’00 Carrafiello  
Thomas A. Carriere ’70  
Meghan Carroll  
Emily Carter  
Hilma Carter  
Doris Cartolano ’10  
Cartus Corporation  
Jane L. Casagrande ’73  
Sara M. Cassello ’09  
Martin Caufield  
Shannon M. Cawley ’10  
Janet Celebi  
Paul L. Cesca ’75  
Mary L. Chaffe ’72  
Patricia Chaffin  
Robert L. Chakar, Sr. ’68  
Charles Ives Center of the Performing Arts  
Tina M. Chasse Mullinski ’86  
Douglas and Sharon Cheney  
Monae Cherry  
Michael Chevalier  
Wendy B. Chrostowski ’12  
Church Hill Classics, Ltd.  
Crione Friedberg LLP  
City Center Danbury  
Susan A. Cizek  
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Eileen S. Coladanti ’89  
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Cheryl L. White ’83  
Neeta and Brian Connolly  
Monica A. Connor ’95  
Mary M. Consoli ’95  
John Trentacosta, president of Newtown  
Savings Bank with his wife Linda at the WCSU  
President’s event.
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Controlled Air, Inc.  
Constance K. Conway ’96  
John and Linda Coords  
Joshua Cordeiro  
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Robert Geckle  
Mark E. ’01 and Marie ’06 Genegy  
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Sharon L. Guck  
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Mark F. Fraser ’73  
Kevin and Catherine Gray  
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Dr. Patrick J. Hackett ’87  
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Mark V. Hance ’82
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Carol A. Hawkes
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Richard Hayford
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Lisa Henriquez
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Daniel Hepp ’87
Frank M. Herbert ’74
Jane Herzig
Gary M. Hewitt ’79
Jack & Catherine Hickey-Williams
Thomas P. ’75 and Linda R. ’79 Higgins
James Hillie
Anita M. Hoey ’94
John Holden ’15

Carolyn Holmes
Peter and Doris Holmstedt
Nicole H. Hook ’99
Horizons National Student Enrichment Program, Inc.
Richard M. ’99 and Tracy M. ’93 Horosky
Rev. Dr. Mark and Mrs. Susan Horton
Joan A. Houben ’63
Jess and Grace House
Sheila I. Howard ’71
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Pamela A. Hyman ’79
Michael Iadarola
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Patrick L. Inness ’06
Inspired Learning LLC
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Greta Hsu ’86
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ival Visual Arts, Ltd.
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Jean R. Jackson ’97
Cassie Jacobs
Ms. Myrna Jacobs-Rubin and Dr. L. Robert Rubin
Jalna Jaeger ’92
John ’81 and Frances Jakabauski
Dr. Herbert Janick
Michael P. ’00 and Imogene M. ’68 Jaykus
Maureen E. Jeans ’12
Kevin G. Jenkins ’76
Carole Johannsen
Charles Johnson
Kimberly Johnson
Dr. Mortimer S. Johnson ’42
Bob and Kim Johnson

Johnson Charitable Fund
Joan A. Johnston ’64
Diana T. Jones ’92
June Jones ’56
Martin T. Jordan ’05
Eileen M. Josenhans ’65
Daniel Joynt
Brendan J. ’73 and Joyce B. ’73 Jugler
Dr. Sandra M. Justin ’70
Gary ’90 and Joanne T. ’89 Justiniano
Israel Kabamba
Suzanne Kaiser
Michael T. Kallschnie ’88 and Fung Y. Chow ’89
William F. Karkoskac ’88
Joseph A. Kazinski ’67
Joseph C. Kay ’88
Martin and Wendy Kaye
Natalie Keating ’60
Walter R. Keenan ’77
Jean D. Kelley ’54
Patricia L. Kelly ’60
Véronica H. and Jeffrey L. Kenausis
Donald Kendall
Carolyn F. Kenworthy ’85
Mary Kenworthy
Georgia N. Keogh ’69
Edward Keyes
Joan A. Kick ’69
Graves Kiely
James F. Kile ’89
Christopher and Frances Kimball
King Street United Church of Christ
Wendall and Mona Kinney
Mary T. Kipp ’70
Mary T. Kirby ’49
Raymond and Bonnie Kish
Sandra Jean Kissel ’77
Ellen M. Klaus ’87
Lukasz Kluk
Robert and Elise ’71 Knapp
Linda S. Knox ’77
Drs. Ann Mauks and Uwe Koepke
Walter S. Koerting ’85
Anna Marie Kolitsbas Koulouris ’87
Yvonne Kopins
Susan H. Kovalaski ’65
Michael and Karen Koza
Gary H. Kozak ’74
David J. Kozlowski ’99
Arlene Kreinik
Jean D. Kreizinger
Jiri ’02 and Kangsun S. ’91 Krten
Nancy M. Kruilikowski ’85
Patricia M. Kugeman ’61
Jill Z. Kuhn ’78
Ann Kulpieda
Jillien Kurtz ’15
Joseph P. LaBella ’99
George LaCava ’53 LEG
Geraldine Lago
Robert A. Lanczycyki ’97
Carolyn D. Lanier
Latino Scholarship Fund, Inc.

The Century Club, WestConn Society, Fairfield Hall Society, President’s Club, Loyalty Society, Scholarships, Legacy, Realized Bequest, Deceased Corporate Matching Gifts
Mario Mesi’s association with WestConn came about as the result of “serendipity,” he said in a 2012 interview. The Woodbury resident became a member of the Connecticut Choral Society’s Scholarship Committee, which provided music scholarships to assist area high school students interested in pursuing music studies in college. When the committee later began to explore options to transfer the fund to a college with a strong undergraduate music program, Mesi and members of the committee came to WCSU to meet with staff in the Office of Institutional Advancement.

That meeting, held in 2005, led to the creation of the Schoolmasters Special Scholarship program, providing need-based grants to recognize WCSU music and music education students who show exemplary academic achievement and uncommon voice or instrumental talent. The program was founded in memory of Joel Kannengeiser, a member of the Connecticut Choral Society.

A retired educator, Mesi sought to support student achievement and preparation for careers in the performing arts and health care professions. His donations financed the annual awards of the Schoolmasters Scholarships to undergraduate majors in music or music education, and the New Beginnings Scholarships to students in the bachelor’s and master’s programs of the WCSU nursing department.

The New Beginnings Scholarship programs provided a fitting testament in honor of his late sister, Millicent Ratta, and her daughter, Janice Ratta Bynes, both of whom had nursing careers. More recently, Mesi established the Sabbaday Student Scholarship and Sabbaday Leadership Award to promote gender expression and service to the LGBT community.

Mesi passed away in late 2016, and as word spread through the university community, many came forward to express how his generosity had affected them.

Dr. Joan Palladino, chair of the Department of Nursing, said, “Mario Mesi will always be remembered for his generous spirit and commitment to the education of nurses. He recognized the need for nursing education at all levels to ensure that people would receive the best care possible. His kindness and enthusiasm for nursing were evident whenever I had the chance to visit with him. The chance for education he gave our nursing students is invaluable.”
Professor of Nursing Dr. Barbara Piscopo agreed, “He was very gracious and interested in helping our students. His first concern was for students in the generic B.S. program; however, after we met, he understood the need to help the RN-B.S. students also. I believe the connection to nursing was through his sister who became a nurse, but was a nontraditional student. This is the loss of a very nice and generous human being.”

Assistant Professors of Nursing Eileen Campbell, Monica Sousa and Diane Bennett also remembered Mesi fondly.

“I am saddened to hear of Mr. Mesi’s passing,” Campbell said. “His philanthropy toward nursing and particularly WCSU helped many students. When I was in the master’s program, I was a recipient of the Mesi New Beginnings Scholarship. It certainly helped me further my education and started me on the path to full-time teaching.”

Sousa added, “He provided the New Beginnings Scholarships for the B.S.N., M.S.N. and Ed.D programs. These scholarships have helped many of our students continue their dreams to become nurses with fewer financial burdens. I had the pleasure of meeting him when he was deciding about the development of the New Beginnings Scholarship for the Ed.D program. He has strong nursing ties and truly values the role of the nurse at the bedside and the impact they have on their patients’ lives. He was a very nice person and great to talk to.”

Bennett was a recipient of the New Beginnings scholarship as she entered the Ed.D. program “and it was very much appreciated,” she said. “I remember meeting him at the social for scholarship recipients — he was joyful and had a real heart for nursing and education. He just sparkled with enthusiasm as he spoke to me and the others at the table.”

During his 2012 interview, Mesi echoed these sentiments. “I like my affiliation with the university because it’s like an extended family,” he said. “My greatest reward is meeting the student recipients — I always manage to get more out of it than they realize, because it is such a positive experience. You reach a point in your life when you should reach out and help the next generation, do all that you can. It’s payback for all that has been given to you.”
Farooq Kathwari, second from left, CEO of Ethan Allen Inc., speaking with Dr. Chris Kukk and students in the Kathwari honors program.
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Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.  
Wells Fargo Foundation  
Wendy Turek ’65 ©  
Sarah Turechek ♫  
Karen Tufts  
David Nurnberger ’72, left, a WCSU Foundation Board member and donor.
Donors Earland Hagman, left, and President of Savings Bank of Danbury, Martin Morgado enjoying a Foundation event.

In Honor/Memory

In honor of Ann Rothstein
Mario A. Mesi **  

In honor of Class of 1965
Judith Lee ’65  

In honor of Deb Fuller
Mario A. Mesi **  

In honor of Dr. Frank Dye
Drs. Ann Mauks and Uwe Koepke  

In honor of Dr. Herbert Janick, Professor Emeritus
Barbara ’59 and Carl Susnitzky  

In honor of Dr. Mel Goldstein
David M. Plews ’78  

In honor of Dr. Robert McWilliam
Mario A. Mesi **  

In honor of Elaine Dinto
Josephine Hamer  

In honor of Gordon Shannonhouse
Mario A. Mesi **  

In honor of Hal Wylie
Mario A. Mesi **  

In honor of Harold B. Schramm
Danbury Westerners’ Baseball Club  
Charles F. Fenwick ’82  
Charles P. and Mary C. Mullaney  
Verizon Foundation **  

In honor of Herndon Dowling
Pfizer Foundation Matching Gifts Program ***  
Theodora Pinou and John Psaltos  

In honor of Jane Heilman
Mario A. Mesi **  

In honor of Jeric Beltrano
Mario A. Mesi **  

In honor of Jimmy Greene
Michael and Holly Garavel  

In honor of John A. Murphy
John and Linda Coords  

In honor of Josie Hamer
Elaine J. Dinto ’74  

In honor of Julio Lopez
Mario A. Mesi **  

In honor of Marlene T. Moore-Collands
James Russell  

In honor of Michael Ishizawa
Mario A. Mesi **  

In honor of Ray Kelly
Mario A. Mesi **  

In honor of Robert Ludwig
Mario A. Mesi **  

In honor of Ron Weitendorf
Mario A. Mesi **  

In honor of Ruth Gyure
Thomas and Patrice Boyle  
Neeta and Brian Connolly  
Joshua Cordeira  
Dr. Frank J. Dye ’63 and  
Dr. Kathleen S. Mauks-Dye ’65  
Jean D. Kreizinger  
Susan Maskel  
Theodora Pinou and John Psaltos  
Rachel Prunier  
George R. Rogers ’02  
Howard and Christine Russock  
Stephen and Rita Wagener  
Edwin and Millagros Wong  

In honor of Sharon and Doug Cheney
Mario A. Mesi **  

In honor of Stephen Roberts
Carole Lemoine  
Mary Schlichtig  

In honor of the 1969 football team
Murray L., Jr. ’74 and Linda M. ’90 Penn  

In honor of Wesly Rouse
Mario A. Mesi **  

In memory of Ana Marquez-Greene
Lisa Abrams  
Jennifer Belcolore-Arguello  
Deidra Bish  
Meg Bloom  
Patricia Chaffin  
Carol Dories  
Richard A. Telman Family  
Marianne Federici  
Marylin Figueroa  
Michael Funderburke  
Sharon B. Girard ’76  
Daniel P. Goble  
Irene Hakem  
Faith Haleem  
Jane Herzig  
Michael and Karen Koza  
James Greene and Nelba Marquez-Greene  
Gregory and Ellen ’90, ’01 Myhill  
Pleasant Valley School  
Mary H. Silverberg  
William Strouse  
Sarah Turechek  
Susan Wentzell  

In memory of Angela Rossi Zurowski
International Institute of Connecticut, Inc.  
Donald Kendall  
Regina Priest  

In memory of Ann Geriak
Estate of Theodore Geriak  

In memory of Anthony J. Merante, Jr.
Frances Smolski’s Merante ’59  

In memory of Ruth Gyure
Thomas and Patrice Boyle  
Neeta and Brian Connolly  
Joshua Cordeira  
Dr. Frank J. Dye ’63 and  
Dr. Kathleen S. Mauks-Dye ’65  
Jean D. Kreizinger  
Susan Maskel  
Theodora Pinou and John Psaltos  
Rachel Prunier  
George R. Rogers ’02  
Howard and Christine Russock  
Stephen and Rita Wagener  
Edwin and Millagros Wong  

In honor of Sharon and Doug Cheney
Mario A. Mesi **  

In honor of Stephen Roberts
Carole Lemoine  
Mary Schlichtig  

In honor of the 1969 football team
Murray L., Jr. ’74 and Linda M. ’90 Penn  

In honor of Wesly Rouse
Mario A. Mesi **  

In memory of Ana Marquez-Greene
Lisa Abrams  
Jennifer Belcolore-Arguello  
Deidra Bish  
Meg Bloom  
Patricia Chaffin  
Carol Dories  
Richard A. Telman Family  
Marianne Federici  
Marylin Figueroa  
Michael Funderburke  
Sharon B. Girard ’76  
Daniel P. Goble  
Irene Hakem  
Faith Haleem  
Jane Herzig  
Michael and Karen Koza  
James Greene and Nelba Marquez-Greene  
Gregory and Ellen ’90, ’01 Myhill  
Pleasant Valley School  
Mary H. Silverberg  
William Strouse  
Sarah Turechek  
Susan Wentzell  

In memory of Angela Rossi Zurowski
International Institute of Connecticut, Inc.  
Donald Kendall  
Regina Priest  

In memory of Ann Geriak
Estate of Theodore Geriak  

In memory of Anthony J. Merante, Jr.
Frances Smolski’s Merante ’59  
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In memory of Charles Gehm
Eileen S. Coladarci ’89

In memory of Chuck Bowlby
Ronald and Karen Adams
Richard Hayford
Ann Kulbieda
John Ludington
MBI, Inc.
David and Carolyn Weingard

In memory of Craig Lundwall
Sandy L. Carlson ’93
Peter and Doris Holmstedt
Richard and Petra Lundwall

In memory of Doris Crocker Bushaw ’49
Herbert L. Crocker, Jr. ’57

In memory of Dr. John M. Tufts
Dr. Alice L. Carolan ’67
Craiglist Charitable Fund
Patrick Tufts

In memory of Dr. Joseph B. Cherry
The Cherry Family Foundation

In memory of Dr. Massy Rajabzadeh
TuAnh Dang

In memory of Elizabeth Stratford
Ival Visual Arts, Ltd.
Ival Stratford-Koven ’02

In memory of Elsie Alberghini Kandrak
Deborah McCracker

In memory of Eric N. Wellman
Sharon A. Fusco ’67
GE Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Elaine A. Salem ’64
Diana Wellman ’64
Parris and Michelle Wellman

In memory of Guido Tino
Claire Leheny ’64
Albert S., Jr. ’67 and Joan S. ’68 Mead

In memory of John A. Leopold
Eileen S. Coladarci ’89

In memory of Jackie Noonan
Lamar S. Fife ’86

In memory of James Hook
Nicole H. Hook ’99

In memory of James R. Somers - Opera Scholarship
Judith Somers

In memory of John Tamas
Marc and Jan Aldrich
Gail P. Andersen ’91

In memory of Joseph D. Masterson
Ellen J. Masterson ’62

In memory of Joseph D. Masterson
Ellen J. Masterson ’62

In memory of Judy Grandahl
Elaine J. Dinto ’74

In memory of Leroy Walton
Controlled Air, Inc.

In memory of Louis and Edythe Dellamarggio
Joseph A. Dellamarggio ’73

In memory of Martha Bernstein
Evan ’98 and Heidi Bernstein

In memory of Mary Carroll Fontaine
Mary C. Cohen ’65

In memory of Mary Edgett
William Bartosik
Bernadette A. DeMunde ’64

In memory of Mary Ellen Mottley
American Council of Engineering Companies
Government Affairs
Richard Burkhalter
Elizabeth Eason
Lewis Mottley, Jr.
Renwick and Marian Mottley

In memory of Melissa E. Fenwick
Danbury Westerners’ Baseball Club
Charles F. Fenwick ’82
Charles P. and Mary C. Mullaney
Verizon Foundation

In memory of Peter Howard ’88
Lorraine R. Sautner ’89

In memory of Peter M. Stewart
Constance K. Conway ’96
Gregory and Ellen ’90, ’01 Myhill

In memory of Robert Bolander
Sharon Bolander

In memory of Ronald Goodridge
Steven and Dawn Ford
Wendall and Mona Kinney
Yvonne Kopins
Marlene Piccioniere
Alexander Taylor
Robert Taylor

In memory of Rose Londa Heyman
Adele Handlors and Joseph Heyman

In memory of Shirley Arnhold
Mary Ann Frede

In memory of Skip Roberts
Jean M. Roberts ’77

In memory of Theodore Geriak
Estate of Theodore Geriak

In memory of Timothy Hackett
Albert and Diane Aubin
Thomas and Catherine Hackett
Martin and Wendy Kaye
Elaine Piecuch
Christine Thomas
Helen Tita
Peter J. Tisak ’81
Michael and Luann Tremmel

In memory of TJ Lobraco
AEON LLC
CVMA 25-S Safeside, Inc.
Linda A. Rohatsch ’98

In memory of Verna Lee Cordon
Eileen S. Coladarci ’89
Dr. and Mrs. Erland Hammond
Verizon Foundation

In memory of Walter (Tim) Conn
Janice Chisholm ’76
Alumni Association Golf Outing

in memory of Neil E. Wagner
A & J Construction
Accuspec, Inc.
Aldine Metal Products Corporation
Jon M. ’70 and Claudia S. ’60 Anderson
Arconti’s Painting Service
Nancy Barton ’95 and Mark Simonelli
Paul Beavers
Terry L. Beninson ’70
Keith and Kristen Betts
Blakeslee Prestress, Inc.
Wesley A. Brown
Thomas Calkins
Caraluzzi’s Markets Fund
Castle Hill Financial Group LLC
Rute Mendes Caetano ’99
Gironde Friedenberg LLP
City of Danbury
Brian and Abbey Clements
John F. Cremins ’74
Crowne Plaza Hotel, Danbury
Thomas W. ’69 and Lois A. ’71 Crucitti
D. J. Ramey & Associates, P.C.
Michael DeBaggis, Jr.
Robert E. and Lynda DeLuryea
John A. and Suzanne DeRosa
Doyon Insurance Agency
Pinnacle Landscaping, Inc.
Jason Poole
Lester McKoy
Alumni Association Golf Outing

The annual Neil Wagner WCSU Alumni Golf Tournament draws golfers from around the state. All proceeds go to scholarships.
Leave a legacy for WestConn

Including a charitable bequest in your will is a simple way to make a lasting gift to WestConn. For more than a century, students have benefitted from the generosity of those who knew the importance of a college education. Indeed, what better role models than the graduates of a former teachers college to highlight the significance of higher education to our society?

Today, Western Connecticut State University educates more than 6,000 students a year, many of whom cannot afford a college education without the support of our alumni and friends. In fact, some of the largest support WestConn receives comes in the form of charitable bequests.

A bequest, a gift through a will or other estate planning vehicle affords the donor both the flexibility and ability to benefit future generations of WestConn students and faculty. Our Office of Institutional Advancement is available to work with you and your advisers to provide suggested language for bequests, and to help craft a legacy that satisfies both your philanthropic and estate planning goals.

For more information, please contact Institutional Advancement at (203) 837-8188 or lebarronl@wcsu.edu.